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01//Executive Summary 
Providing a central management system for the streetlight is not just about control and maintenance - it’s good for 

business, great for the environment and a necessity for the future. 

About 40% of the average city’s energy budget goes to lighting the streets. That’s a lot of energy, a lot of money 

and a lot of carbon emissions. Unfortunately, a huge portion of the light generated is completely wasted, because 

the lights go on too early in the evening, stay on too long in the morning – or simply over- illuminate areas that 

don’t need much light at all.  

It happens because cities have had no alternative: Almost every city still uses outdated street lighting systems 

based on thousands of photocells and timers that are chronically out of sync. Amplex GridLight™ is the intelligent, 

automated streetlight management system that delivers significant energy savings – driving down your city’s 

carbon footprint while saving money. It’s the clear choice for the energy efficient city. 

The idea is simple: put intelligent monitoring and control in every street light cabinet and network them all 

together into a centralised streetlight management system that you can monitor and automate.  

For [Cityname] who currently uses photo sensors on each control cabinet, a replacement to a GridLight system 

with a centralised photo sensor will typically save 8-15%. The reason is simple: It is easy to keep one or a few 

sensors clean, but impossible to keep each sensor on each cabinet clean. When a sensor gets dirty, the lights will 

be on too early and off too late. 

[Cityname] currently uses astronomical timers in each cabinet. Besides being an almost impossible task to change 

the settings on all cabinets, you will also have to choose a conservative configuration of the timers to ensure that 

there is an acceptable light level during bad weather.  Normally the difference between a bad weather setting and 

a sunny weather setting is 30-45 minutes. As there normally are only relatively few of these bad weather days a lot 

of energy is wasted during good weather days. however, as safety comes first you will need to be conservative 

using astronomical timers, but using GridLight you will adjust to the weather every day providing the safest and 

most financial feasible solution possible. 

Further we gain significant savings in maintenance. Amplex experience is that on a yearly basis each cabinet is 

turned on or off individually 25-90 times a year (typically larger during streetlight updates, ie. during LED 

replacement). Here we save the maintenance crew for driving to and from the control cabinet to turn the lights on/

off manually. They can use the app and save transport and energy.  

Opportunity summary for [Cityname] Value Unit

Total savings over 10 years 

(Excl. investment and operational costs)

26.202.615 DKK

Return of Investment 1,2 Years

Total sum of Investment 

(Incl. installation and 10 years of operational costs, excl. financing)

5.477.500 DKK

Reduction in energy consumption 8,2 %

Reduction in CO₂ over 10 years 4.027 T
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02//Savings Pays Investment 
By installing the proposed GridLight solution, the savings you achieve from day one in electricity and maintenance, 
covers all payments. Below in figure 1 the solution has been financed. 

Figure 1: The green area shows your positive cash flow and yellow area shows the part of the savings that 
repays the investment. 

Graph is based on a full finance model. Please refer to the section called “Financing Opportunities” on page 9 of 
this document.  

For details on the product and solution content please refer to “Bill of Quantity” on page 8.  

Safety in Numbers – Warranty  

Products carry a 2-year warranty from Amplex. 

 Figure 2: Warranty period vs. payback period 
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03//Calculation Data  
Our proposal is based on our own product data and data provided or verified by your technical staff. 
Below in table 1 we list the input data based on the information received both related to energy and 
maintenance costs.   

The assumption throughout this document are that all prices are excl. VAT, toll and shipping.  

Table 1: The calculation data agreed between Amplex and [Cityname] used in calculations 
throughout this document 

Data point Value Unit Description

Currency DKK Currency used throughout calculations in this document

Saved time/action 7 Minutes Average time saved for a field technician for a round trip to the 
control cabinet to turn lights on/off manually. Normally 5-15 
min.

Saved km/action 3,00 Km Average distance saved for a field technician for a round trip to 
the control cabinet to turn lights on/off manually. Normally 2-6 
km.

Gas, insurance etc. per km 3,54 DKK Price per km for driving, including gas, insurance, etc.

Field electrician/hour 450 DKK Price for a field technician including vehicle  etc.

CC's 500 Number of control cabinet in the city

Energy (total) 3,50 MW Full on power usage

Price/kWh 1,80 DKK Price per kWh for electricity

Maunal on/off activations 12 Average how many times the lights are manually turned on/off 
by field technicians per year per control cabinet. Normally 
15-90.

Burn hours optimized 4.018 Hours Normal city program for optimal on/off in clear weather. 
Typically around 4000 hours.

Astronomical weather margin 0 Minutes If astronomical timers are used, a delay of normally 20-40 
minutes are added to ensure lights in bad weather for safety 
reasons.

Central photocell fact. 0 % Optimization factor when using central control over photo 
sensors on all cabinets. Typically values from 8-15%

Installation time/cc 50 Minutes Typical installation time of Amplex equipment + driving

Energy price yearly increase 2,0 % % Average increase in energy price per year including inflation

Financing fee 5,0 % % Yearly financing fee

Financing period 4 Years Number of years for financing the GridLight solution incl. 
GridLight hardware, hosing, SIM traffic and installation.

CO₂ per km 132 g How much CO₂ a maintenance car exhaust per km. Typically 
132g for a diesel car.

CO₂ per kWh 352 g How much CO₂ is generated per kWh electricity consumed.
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04//Savings Calculation  
Positive Cash Flow 

Yearly positive cash flow generated by the proposed solution as well as the accumulated positive cash 
flow over a 10-year period. (Initial investment not shown).  

 Figure 3: Accumulated cash flow. Based on calculation data agreed. 
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Where do savings come from? 

Savings are generated from optimising the energy used for streetlights and from simplifying the 
maintenance using an app. Using the app enables you to control the lights rather than driving to the 
control cabinet to turn the lights on or off - this both saves time, CO₂ when driving and energy as the 
lights are not on while driving. 

 Figure 4: Stacked graph of financial savings within field work and energy.. 
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Field Work Savings 

Upgrading the streetlight system with GridLight will make it much more easier for the maintenance work 
in the field as the workers will have extensive use of the app for inspections etc.  Especially during larger 
renovation projects like upgrade to LED, we see that the usage of the app increases. In figure 5 three 
years of sample statistics are included for 5 cities. It varies typically between 15 and 90 activations per 
cabinet per year. Highly dependent of the amount of work on the streetlights going on. 

Figure 5: Graph showing number of on or off activations per control cabinet per year.. Cities have 
between 150 and 700 cabinets 

Traditionally the field workers will have to drive to the cabinet, open it, turn the lights on manually, close 
the cabinet and drive back to the area that needs inspection. Our experience is that this often takes 10+ 
minutes and will include 3+ km of driving in average. This costs time and power for the lights and adds 
CO₂ pollution from the car as well as the lights will be on during one way of driving. 

Table 2: Savings from field work 

Savings Year 1 Year 2 Year 
3

Year 4 Year 
5

Year 
6

Year 
7

Year 
8

Year 
9

Year 
10

Field work savings 315.000 315.000 315.000 315.000 315.000 315.000 315.000 315.000 315.000 315.000

Gas, insurance etc, 63.720 63.720 63.720 63.720 63.720 63.720 63.720 63.720 63.720 63.720

Energy savings work 22.050 22.491 22.941 23.400 23.868 24.345 24.832 25.329 25.835 26.352
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Energy Savings 

The savings in electricity comes from optimising how the lights are turned on and off. Streetlights are 
traditionally controlled either from an astronomical timer or a photo sensor.  If an astronomical timer is 
used, the timer would need to be set conservatively to sunset and sunrise as the streets needs to be 
safe lit in bad and dark weather situations. Normally the delay is 20-40 minutes added to ensure this. 
An optimal solution uses a central photo sensor that will ensure the lights are on early only when the 
weather is dark. In clear weather to lights will be on as late as possible. If all control cabinets are 
equipped with individual photo sensors they are hard to keep clean. When a photo sensor gets dirty 
from smog etc, the lights will be on earlier in the evening and off later in the morning. From various 
projects in Amplex it is our experience that this adds 8-15% to the burn hours.  

Table 3: Energy Savings 

05//Bill Of Quantity (Boq) 
This project has been calculated based on the following equipment and services: 

Table 4: Bill of Quantities 

Savings Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

Central 
photocell 
savings

2.025.0722.065.573 2.106.885 2.149.023 2.192.0032.235.8432.280.560 2.326.1712.372.695 2.420.148

Astronimic
al switch 
savings

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product # Description

AmsCPU-IO 500 Main control and communication module

Vandal resistant antenna 500 Antenna to be mounted on top of control cabinet

SIM card 500 SIM card with roaming on several network for optimal connectivity

GridLight hosting 500 Software hosting and licenses.  Will be invoiced yearly

Configuration 1 Setting up the system for the customer

Training 1 One day of training at the customer premises 
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06//Financing 
The GridLight solution can be financed in three ways: 

1. Upfront payment for hardware and installation + yearly hosting fee 

2. Upfront payment for hardware, installation and 10 years of hosting 

3. Payed over X years 

The default is item 1 which follows normal procedure, but a full initial payment that pays also for 10 
years of hosting is sometimes preferred by customers who prefer no operational costs. 

Figure 6: Upfront payment for hardware and installation + yearly hosting fee 

Figure 7: Upfront payment for hardware, installation and 10 years of hosting 
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Figure 8: Payed over [X] years 
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